Offering overview

Take control of your
information
HPE Archiving Services—an information
governance service
Insights
• Achieve compliance with retention
and disposition regulations, enable
discovery and legal hold, and protect
data privacy.
• Leverage intellectual capital to enable
business advantages whilst protecting
valuable information assets.
• Improve productivity with efficient
information access and fast, responsive,
and available applications.
• Reduce storage costs with tiered
storage, footprint reduction, defensible
disposition, and legacy application decommissioning.

Manage retention and disposition of your information to
comply with changing regulations and gain valuable insight
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) offers you
secure, extended-lifecycle management of
your business data. HPE Archiving Services
are based on our market-leading software,
and include expertise and services to pick
up your data at the source. These costeffective, end-to-end services enable you
to reduce data storage and compliance
costs, retire legacy applications, leverage the
intellectual capital of inactive data, ensure
compliance with changing regulations, and
to protect valuable information assets.
HPE Archiving Services support a wide
range of business outcomes:
• Archiving of email and instant messages
for operational or compliance purposes
• Archiving of business files on file and print
servers, in Microsoft® SharePoint and in
other document repositories
• Archiving of managed output and input
• Application decommissioning by archiving
the transaction data from SAP and
non-SAP business applications in
business context
• Application optimisation by offloading data
of inactive transactions from production
databases, to an archive and thereby
unburdening the production application
HPE Archiving Services are delivered and
supported from HPE data centres, on your
premises, or in a private utility or cloud
model with no capital expenditures needed.

Value proposition
Organisations feel squeezed amongst rising
data storage spending, compliance costs,
and increasing government regulations. It’s
a complex task to manage the retention and
disposition of a rapidly growing volume and
variety of information, to mitigate risk, to
avoid cost explosion, and to maintain service
levels for key repositories. HPE Archiving
Services enable customers to take control
of their information, manage it as a business
asset, and increase competitive advantage.
• We enabled customers to shut down
hundreds of legacy applications or an
entire legacy mainframe, resulting in
annual cost savings of several million
dollars per mainframe, or above $100,000
per application.
• Our services allow customers to take
control of business files and messages,
freeing up large quantities of expensive
storage, and enabling customers to
actively manage the disposition of
outdated content. For one $15 billion
manufacturing company, this resulted not
only in storage savings of roughly 200TB,
but also reduced litigation expenses.
• HPE helped a customer that experienced
monthly data growth in excess of 1TB for
a business-critical application to stabilise
the application at approx. 4TB, ensuring
employee productivity and availability of
critical business functions.
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Client benefits
Take control of your information and treat
information as an asset. Increase your
competitive advantage by managing
information assets according to business
value, cost, and risk. Start to manage
retention and disposition of a rapidly
growing volume and variety of information,
to mitigate risk, to avoid cost explosion, and
to maintain service levels. Gain these
benefits from HPE Archiving Services:
• Compliance, simplified legal discovery, and
reduced risk
• Protected valuable information assets and
personal identifiable information
• Significant cost savings for retired
applications and mainframes
• Efficient information access
• Maintained application service levels and
employee productivity
• Structured data stored in open data format:
no vendor lock-in
• No need to acquire or maintain skilled
resources to secure continued access to
legacy data

Industry applications
Examples of business outcomes from
archiving and data management (A&DM)
services in different industries around the
world include:
• Investment bank archiving activities are
compliant with Dodd-Frank Act and
SEC 17a-4.
• Governments digitise paper archives
to accelerate decision-making and
improve quality.

• Pharmaceutical companies archive in
compliance with FDA 21 CRF Part 11 and
EudraLex 4 Annex 11.
• Crop protection manufacturers archive
dossiers in compliance with CADDY.
• Ultra-scalable compliant docket
archives with track-and-trace access for
transportation companies.
• Legacy application decommissions
all industries experiencing mergers,
acquisitions, and divestitures.

Why HPE
Market-leading HPE software—Gartner
and other analysts continue to place HPE
software solutions in the “leader’s quadrant”
for multiple areas relevant to archiving. We
are a market leader in enterprise information
archiving, structured data archiving, records
management, e-discovery, and enterprise search.
One archive for all data—Whether the
material includes messages, office files, data
from SAP or non-SAP systems, or other
sources, a comprehensive archive for all data
simplifies operations, avoids compliance
risks, and augments the value of archived
information by the ability to correlate it.

Global delivery capability—With 50+ data
centres, 3,500 A&DM consultants, 7 global
delivery centres on 5 continents, and 25+ years
of experience, HPE truly has a global reach.

Next steps
Start to take control of your information and
to treat information as an asset.
• Ask for an advisory session to explore your
needs and requirements.
• Define the business challenge and expected
outcome—develop a business case.
• Assess the various information sources
applicable to your business case.
• Prioritise actions and data sources according
to compliance and business benefits.

Learn more

hpe.com/us/en/
services/consulting/
big-data.html#accordionaccordioncontainerco-5

Flexibility—We offer many options to adapt
an archive to your service needs, providing the
flexibility to access archived data for almost
any purpose, a large number of connectors
to archive from almost any application or
repository, and flexible deployment
options—including on-premise, traditional
managed services, or as-a-Service delivery.
HPE Expertise Services—Skilled HPE
archiving experts help clients analyse data
sources, set up and execute archiving in the
best way for the data, to effectively manage
large numbers of concurrent archiving projects,
and skilfully use the archive to derive
additional business value from stored data.
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